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Factorio how to cancel deconstructio

The update also gave new skills to our bots. For one thing, they can now deconstruct cliffs for you. That is, if you mark cliffs for deconstruction, your bots will use cliff explosives to get rid of them. This means that you should actually have them in your stock or in the storage of your network. See that? The bots walk away
from the explosions without even watching them, like the heroes of an action movie! Placing a ghost image on top of a cliff by shift-clicking will also automatically mark for deconstruction. Just like you would, to put blueprint down, despite rocks and trees in the way. The next new feature is bot based deposit! Not only can
your bots place landfill for you if you use shift to order them to do so, you can even deposit it in your blueprints. (Ignore the GUI looking a little shaky in this and the next, these are experimental releases after all) For the blueprint, landfill counts as tiles, similar to stones or concrete. By default, tiles are enabled so as not to
be included in a blueprint once there are actual entities and not just tiles in them. But you manually enable them to be recorded. So if you want to build a big solar power rig in the middle of the ocean (far away from those pesky biters!), then you have your robots built for you without the need to manually deposit the entire
area first. This is also great for carefully filling a particular area with landfill, because landfilling is not very forgiving: once placed down, you're stuck with it forever! So if you want to carefully deposit a specific area, placing it as ghosts with your personal roboports turned off (thank goodness for that new feature!) and only
turning them on when you've placed exactly the area you wanted, is the way to go! I completely forgot to mention another big change in the new version. Or at least, it sounds like a big change at first, but actually doesn't affect the gameplay that much. In fact, you might have noticed this in some of my screenshots
recently. There is a very curious, empty spot next to the weapon slots on your HUD. I'm talking about the removal of the two types of pickaxe! The devs explained their decision to remove them in the FFF #266. There are basically only two phases to the progression of pickaxes and neither feels very important. Most
players reach level one literally one or two seconds in the game: you use the few iron plates with which you start the game to make the first pickaxe. Since in the beginning of the game you have to mine the first few ores and some fuel (weather coal or trees). Depending on how much you like maybe you should craft a
second or even third. But once they reach steel melt, most players will use the first few steel plates to craft a few steel pickaxes for the mining speed boost. And And The. Maybe ten to fifteen minutes into the game, you have successfully completed all of the pickaxe tiers. In fact, this might be the last time you craft a
pickaxe in the game, ever. Because at some point, all actual mining is done by electric mining drilling, while deconstruction as well as rock and tree removal is done by your bots (and the occasional hand grenade). Manually mining a building will also use your steel pickaxe. But if you just craft maybe three or four
pickaxes once your steel melts, this will last you for a long, long time. I vividly remember a fairly long playthrough of mine, where I thought there was some sort of bug because the speed at which I was manually picking up buildings was suddenly super slow. Only after a while did I remember that pickaxes are a thing. So
I hand-crafted a stack of them (why set up an assembly for something as rarely used as this?) and a low three digit number of hours later in that store, I was still going strong with the exact same pile of pickaxes. So long story short: no more pickaxes! This is a game about automation, not Minecraft! You start the game
now with a mining speed equal to the iron pickaxe. There's no layer below that anymore (you could have earlier hit an ore patch with a stick, if you had no pickaxe fitted at all, for example for the Lazy Bastard run). Instead of unlocking the steelax along with steel smelting, you now research a follow-up technology. It's still
called steel axe, but it will just give you a general boost in mining speed, similar to what used to be the speed of a steelaxe. I think it's a good decision to get rid of them because the pickaxe is frankly very unimportant for the whole game. As explained above, I would usually craft the last pickaxe from that playthrough ten
or fifteen minutes into a new save and then completely forget that whole mechanic. So good riddance, pickaxes! A new feature that doesn't really affect the gameplay very much, but gives you the ability to make things look nicer, is the introduction of rich and interactive text formatting. There are a number of basic
commands such as /color and /font that you use. For example, if you use text in different [color=red]colors[/color] and [font=default-large-bold]fonts[/font]! in the chat types (default setting to open chat/console is the [tilde] key), you get this:The really cool thing is used for more Factorio-related things and not just text
formatting. If you type in [item =solar panel][item =iron plate][item=copper plate] you actually get the items. You also grab the item you want to add to the chat and just click on the chat box to Add. If you hover above the icon, the usual page text info box appears. But if you just type it in, this works even for items you
haven't researched yet! If you think. Think. colorful text is nice I think, but meh, well you use all this formatting not only in the chat, but also for in-game texts like naming train stations and blueprints! Give a train station a name [item=coal] [color=black] Coal Supply [/color] and the name will appear both with the icon and
the color you chose (although the black text is more gray, really). This also works for blueprint names, such as [item=electronic circuit] [color=green]Green Chips[/color]:Now this is where it gets really cool, when you play the game in multiplayer: you now also share blueprints via chat. If you pick up a blueprint and click on
the open message box, you can place it on the chat. Anyone who has received it can now hover over the post to see what's in the blueprint and clicking on it will give you a copy of it! So no need to export and share blueprint strings in multiplayer anymore, just following your blueprints in the chat for all to see! I tried just
typing in the name of the blueprint and doing it that way, but it didn't work. As you can see below, it just posted my attempt commands as plaintext. Maybe it has something to do with the names under blueprints. But just dropping them in the chat is more convenient anyway. I was just curious to see if it worked. Finally,
there is a new ping feature. If you click anywhere on the ground (in regular gameplay or map view) with [alt]+[ctrl]+[LMB], you automatically place the coordinates of that spot in the chat. This will also include a flashing ping symbol (similar to the targeting icon of the artillery) at that spot. And if you click on the location in
the chat window, it will bring up the map on the respective coordinates, so you can quickly get to where the other player is trying to get your attention. According to the FFF #237, who talked about plans to introcude these features, you should also be able to post your power armor set-up to the chat, but I wasn't able to
pull this off. Clicking on the chat with my power armor in hand just posts the same info as [item = power-armor-mk2] would. So either they didn't end up making this feature or I'm too stupid to do it. Anyway, these new features are really cool. Naming your blueprints and train stations will be a lot of fun. And the new chat
features are super convenient for multiplayer! One thing they removed in the new release are the ingredient limits on the different levels of assembly machines. It used to be, level 1s could only craft item that needs up to two ingredients, level 2s could do three and the highest level could use as much as you want. In the
new version, all assembly machines can use as many types of ingredients as you like! means that even a level 1 assembler can make your missile silo for you. The only downside of the lower level ones is the slower crafting speed. In my mine playthrough, this had a big effect on my base building because I just used
assembly 1s for basically all my production away in the middle of the game. And even then, I only switched to using level 2s very slowly, focusing on the production lines I could use the extra crafting speed the most. I actually have a few level 1's in my first 0.17 base. They are especially useful for items in (what the
fandom often calls) malls, i.e. assembly lines that produce all the items you need to build and expand your base. From the assembly machines themselves to electricity pylons and mining drilling. These items are not in super high demand, so you don't have a constant output of them. Just grab what's there and then while
you're out building things, they can just slowly build up a chest full, say long-handed inserters. Even if they don't run all the time and it takes several minutes to fill a pile or two in the chests, that's fine with me. So unless crafting speed is important, you don't even need to update your assemblies! The only downside to
lower level ones (besides speed) is if you're crafting something that requires liquids! Because the level an assemblies have no fluid input. So if you are trying to craft electric motor units for example, you need to use level 2s or higher. Trying to copy the electric motor recipe on the level 1 assembler, gives you another
floaty text message error message. One thing to note: this will be the (in my opinion super fun!) Lazy Bastard performance a lot easier. That's the one where you complete the game without handcrafting over 111 items in total. So you actually had to make a beeline for a mounting level 2 and then never again handwork
another item for the whole game! Except for the first refineries, because they are one of the few items that need more than four ingredients. Which means you actually need to handcraft them until you unlock level 3s! But since level 1s can now craft with as many ingredients as you want, this will be a lot easier. You just
assemble the level 2 in a level one and even build as many refineries as you want, instead of relying on that little trickle of oil from a single one for young and old! Previously, you actually needed almost all 111 crafts to get to level 2, while you had to make sure you have enough crafts left for the refinery (the bare
minimum number of crafts to finish the game is 106 as far as I know). Now you probably stay below the limit without any problems. The developers have said, they realize that this makes performance a lot easier, but they are not going to lower the crafting limit in the future. I honestly think fine, since these changes
should theoretically only reduce a lower number of necessary crafts by three: for the level 2 assembler, the first refinery and you gain one by electricity pylons that now need rough wood instead of wooden planks. I haven't really done the performance in the new version yet, so I might miss something! But if you want the
bragging rights of saying you did the Lazy Bastard, back when it was actually hard *spot*, then now is your last chance! On a somewhat Factorio-related note: there is an early-access weekend for the game Satisfying from now on! Since the Venn diagram of people who love Factorio and people who are excited about
Satisfying is probably more or less just a circle, I thought I'd call it here. Anyone who has signed up for an alpha key should get one, so check your email, if you did! If you haven't heard about the game yet, it seems to be basically first-person, 3D Factorio. I'm sure the satisfying developers would object to that and could
go on about how original and totally different in key ways their game is. But if you want a concise, easy to understand explanation of the game, well, it's 3D Factorio.They also lifted the NDA that was part of the non-public alpha, so now you can finally find gameplay on streams and Youtube, etc. Many Factorio Youtubers
are very excited about this game going into the alpha weekend, so you can already be someone you want to watch , who will play know this too! If you haven't signed up for the alpha yet, you won't be able to play this weekend. But the public, early access is scheduled to launch on March 19. I really hope it's a good
game! I haven't played the alpha myself yet, but I'm very curious and looking forward to seeing more of this game! The new copy and paste feature is just really great! I use it all the time now, I can barely remember when we didn't use it to have it. Even in the early game it is useful for planning, as placeholders and for
laying your base. You could do all that with blueprints, of course, but it's even more accessible and convenient now. Being able to scroll through the last few things in your clipboard is also really great. Maybe it's just me, but I often think oh, you need that thing again, the one you just used, and earlier I would have erased
all my temporary blueprint and lost it. Thanks to the new feature, this is no longer a problem! I've also checked and in case you're wondering, the clipboard can hold up to the last twenty things you copied or cut. Also, the clipboard is stored per player (not globally, i.e. shared between saved) and it is not temporarily
deleted in the is on a restart feel of the word. Here's the screenshot I took when checking the number of slots the clipboard, in case you want to see the last twenty random things I used it for! Normal blueprints can be edited when you create them, with [shift] when you release the mouse the menu for editing blueprints
and make it right away. Since the copy function also gives you the blueprint right away, this feature is reversed: With a shift, you edit the content of the entities you're trying to copy. One thing you have to watch out for is the darn hotkey though! It's really easy not to hit the [shift] key well and you end up with only [C].
Which, in case you forgot, is the hotkey for shooting at things, so you end up with a lot of situations like this...... or sometimes even this one! Luckily, you can basically adjust all the controls in Factorio (which I really appreciate in a game!) and I decided to just turn that hotkey off. Shooting at enemies nearby is still [space],
the [C] key is only for shooting at a specific target, whether it's an enemy or not. So it's rarely used anyway, unless you're shooting at a box filled with junk to destroy it, because that's the only way to remove unwanted items. So the new Copy Paste feature is great, be careful with your hotkeys, especially when wearing a



rocket launcher filled with nuclear weapons! Previously, when you were trying to perform an action that wasn't allowed, you'd just have a pretty loud and clear DE-DID! Sound. Without necessarily knowing what exactly the problem is, this was not always very helpful. Sometimes it's pretty obvious, like trying to place an
entity in an already occupied area. Other times you might try to put productivity modules in an assembler with no idea why all you get is that raging sound effect. The 0.17 release contains a lot of new flying text messages that pop up to explain what went wrong. This should help players figure out the problem and how to
do it correctly instead. There are messages for other entities that get in the way (very specific!), trying to place miners or pumpjacks without the required resources nearby, attempts to put the wrong type of module in an assembler or beacon and one for a brand new function: preventing liquid mixing! When you build oil
products, the absolute worst thing that can happen is contaminated pipes. You're working on a line of chemical factories and just when you think you're done, you connect a line of pipes to the wrong type of liquid and bam: now part of your pipe network has the wrong type of liquid in them. So you have to pump them out
or tear the whole thing apart and rebuild. This is no longer possible! Once you connect a pipe to a source of liquids - even just a potential source, which is yet to produce anything!- all the pipes connected to it will be assigned that kind of liquid. And connecting two lines of pipe with different types in them will lead to the
dreaded DE-DID! sound effect and tones a little can not connect systems with different liquids message. This is really useful as far as stupid accidents goes. I've read some complaints though, saying that some builds are now no longer possible because of this. Since even the input of a chemical plant or refinery will
determine the liquid type of an connected piping system. And some recipes don't require two inputs, so you use it to deliver just one input and use the tile for the second for other pipes. But I think this only affects some very specific builds, like when trying to come up with super compact ones. In normal gameplay, space
is an infinite resource, so you usually don't have to worry about it. Something I found a bit annoying, tried to switch refineries from normal oil processing to advanced. As an input changes from oil to water, all pipes connected to that water input will be assigned as well. But if there are other machines on that pipe still set to
crude oil - even when there isn't really any oil in the pipes!- trying to change a machine gives you the can not mix liquids error message. Instead, you need to clear the re-elected recipes at all your refineries in that pipe network and then put them on advanced. However, this is not a big problem, as you usually only
change them once, after you have done the necessary research and then never again. And thanks to the awesome feature of copying crafting recipes from one machine to another (shift +right click to copy and shift + left click to paste) you don't have to manually click on each individual machine and select the correct
recipe. So despite these minor drawbacks, this feature is still a net benefit to the gaming experience. Overall I really like these new posts! They will be useful to help new players find out their mistakes. And even experienced players can benefit from this, because sometimes you just have a weird, mental blind spot, can't
figure out what you're doing wrong! ... And then it turns out to be something really stupid. And mixing liquid in particular, is something that still happens to a lot of long time players all the time and I'm super glad we banished this evil to the outer realm! The new version added some options that I really like. The one I'm
very excited about is the visualization of train length. When dropping train stops or track signals on a track, the game automatically displays placeholders for up to five train cars. This is great to make sure there is enough space on a track when signalling and building a train network. But depending on your preferences
five cars is just not enough! Especially in a mega base, players will often use much more four freight wagons as well as extra train engines to make them go faster! And if you use double-headed trains, that's even more engines on the other side of the train! There is a new option to adjust the length of the train
visualization. You up to twelve twelve placeholders to indicate your train length, which should be more than enough for any but the most ridiculous train networks. Another option concerns the new reference slots-only toolbelt. As shown in a previous post, you have up to ten different sets of quickbars. Switching between
them can be done very quickly, especially with the new shift + [some of the quickbar you want] hotkey (that I'm finally getting used to!). But if you switch between many items all the time, you also change the number of quickbars that are visible on the screen. You need up to four or alternatively, if you think the new
toolbar switch is fast enough, you'll even turn up to a single quickbar. Speaking of toolbelt, because they no longer count as stock slots, you worry about losing stock space. But don't worry, we got extra inventory space in return. Compared to the previous version, you start the game with as many as 80 inventory slots
right off the bat! And the Toolbelt technology used to give you the second quickbar will now increase your inventory with ten additional slots instead! And as always, the late-game types of armor will give you extra inventory space as well. As you also noticed in the screenshot above, you actually start the game with a
single piece of wood now. So you go straight to mining the first few pieces of coal without going to chop down trees with your bare hands! With all these changes, there's nothing stopping you from building your best base yet! Source: FFF #268 Another thing that has changed in the 0.17 release are your friendly
neighborhood strangers! I mean, look at him, helpfully trying to get rid of that damn wall for you! What a nice guy! The most noticeable change are the new models for both biters and spitters. The devs have said in a previous Friday fact that they explicitly wanted the biters to look more alien and I think they were
successful! They are a lot bug-like and are especially creepy to watch when they move. Source: FFF #268The spitters have also changed and have more of a centipede looking at them now, which I honestly find even more disturbing! They also get up off the ground to shoot their acid at you, which is a really nice touch.
Here's one of the ugly little sour sausages in action.Source:FFF #279The worms have also been updated of course. But the really big change for the worms is their new sound design which I can't quite show in a text post like this, you have to experience them yourself. They sound super creepy and disturbing, it's really
well done! Taking on an alien base is actually kind of nerve-racking. In addition to the new looks and sound effects, dealing with biters in general is more of a challenge. If you're already on the or the subreddit, you may have heard what that the biters are noticeably harder and boy are they ever! Not because they look
and sound really scary now (well, not only because of that), but also because there have been a number of changes in the combat system and the way pollution now affects enemies. The projectiles fired by worms used to track you as a heat-seeking missile, which doesn't make much sense for a wad of acid spit. To
prevent this without avoiding them too easily, worms will now lead the shot and target where you are about to be instead of where you are. If you move very irregularly, you can still avoid them pretty decently. But further changes ensure that this is still quite a challenge: if you get hit, the projectiles apply a debuff to the
player that slows you down and doing continuous acid damage over a few seconds. At the same time, the spit leaves a dash of acid on the ground. If you stand here, you will damage the player as well. And quite a lot actually, especially with early-game armor, so you better get away quickly! (Don't forget to keep some
fish on hand to heal!) Fortunately, if a turret sits right on top of this acid spatter, they will only damage on the first hit. Another change that causes the subjective spike in causing difficulty (because the biters themselves are not polished) is caused by the way pollution works. In case you are not very familiar with the game
mechanic, here is a very simplified explanation: your buildings (especially mining and steam engines and the like) produce pollution while running, which spreads from their source in the nearby area. It disappears over time, but you will inevitably produce more and more pollution, so it starts to spread outwards. Now if a
bite nest is affected by pollution, the nest will absorb and start spawning biters, which will attack you once there are enough of them and given a certain time limit. In previous versions of the game, the nests were able to absorb unlimited amounts of pollution, at a faster rate than they can produce more biters. That means
that the first few biting nests around your base can effectively absorb all the pollution you produce, while sending only a relatively small amount of enemies your way. In the new 0.17 version, nests will no longer absorb infinite pollution. Only after spawning enough biters and sending a new attack party your way, it will
start absorbing pollution again. This effectively means that your cloud of pollution will spread along the first few nests around your base and to the next outpost, which will then start sending enemies your way too! In practice, this feels as if the amount and the size of enemy attacks have increased significantly. But I would
say, this is more of a bugfix, because this is perhaps how it was always supposed to work. And a nest that takes in over 100,000. take it up. units when 200 are enough to spawn another attack is just ridiculous. Source: FFF #283These changes make the early game feel more challenging, though. You need to be more
careful about protecting your base with turrets and once you get the first few military upgrades, you need to go and culling the herd a bit! Fortunately turret crawling is still a viable strategy. If, after all this talk about bee deaths, you're in the mood for some action, watch this short video of the FFF #279! If you want to
explore the new update, you can start a new game. If you do this, you will see this new menu for the gene settings folder: It is still similar to the previous menu, nut instead of selecting different frequencies, size, wealth etc. from a drop-down list, you now change the settings using these fancy new sliders. The latest
update introduced the possibility of generating a preview of the map with your current sttings. This has been further improved! You no longer have to go back to the world gen menu to make changes to the settings, you just adjust them in the preview screen, which makes it even more convenient! If you change the
settings, the example refreshes automatically, although you turn it off in the upper-left corner to manually refresh. Here are some examples of what the different settings look like, while the card seed remains the same. This feature is really useful to get a feel for what the different settings actually do, which can be a bit
unintuitive. There is also the more advanced setting, which I usually don't touch. Changing the pollution settings too much can really break the whole mechanic and you're probably better off making them as it is. Only some settings, such as completely disabling pollution and changing crafting and research costs, can
certainly be used without any problems. But there is also another new institution here, regarding the new research queue! Now the queue can be completely turned off if you don't want it. You also set it up to only become available after finishing the game, i.e. after the launch of your first rocket. I'm not sure why you would
want to do that, though. I think it would come in handy for queuing up the infinite technologies you want to explore. But it's also really useful from the beginning of the game, so I suggest just run! It is set to be available only after finishing the game by default, so don't forget to change this if you want the queue! You also
enable it during the game with the command /c game.player.force.research_queue_enabled = true. BUT: just all console commands with a /c at the beginning, this will disable performance for that savefile! With the feature is enabled, using the queue is very easy. Click the Start Research button for an available available
Researching another technology, it will go into the queue slots in addition to the active research. You can get up to six technicians in line in this way. A minor complaint: you (currently) do not change the order of the planned research projects. So if you change your mind, you have to cancel the previous techs. This is
achieved by clicking on the red X at the bottom of the tech queue. Another great feature, however, is that you plan ahead and research techs that will only become available after your current research is done! For example, if you are currently researching automated rail systems, you are already planning the rail signal
project to be the next! All readily available projects are marked in yellow, while any technology that you currently have in your queue is marked orange and can also be scheduled for research. This ability to plan tech for research that other techs first requires is probably why you don't just change the order of the queue
around. I hope the developers come up with a solution to this though, because just dragging-and-dropping them around would be really nice. Anyway, that's it for this week! I had some free time, so I started a new world and are playing through the 0.17 version. But more on that in the future! For now I'll just say it's so
much fun, I almost forgot to write a post today because I was too busy actually playing the game, haha! Haha!
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